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To develop professionals in core and allied engineering sectors .PEO1
PEO2 To promote innovation in design and research .

PEO3 To develop self-employed professionals with strong communication , team work
and leadership skills .

PEO4 To inculcate human and ethical values for the betterment of the profession and
the society .

PSO1
Apply the concept of basic and electrical

engineering fundamentals in solving

Electrical & Electronics Engineering

Problems .

PSO2
Develop and enhance innovative skills to

provide engineering solutions in the areas

pertaining to Electrical & Electronics

Engineering .

PSO3
Analyze and design Electrical & Electronics

Engineering systems .

Strive to be a Centre of Excellence in Electrical engineering and producing graduate

engineers instilled with human values and professional ethics , who will serve as a valuable

resource to the nation .

i .  To impart strong technical foundation through high-quality teaching and practical skills .

ii .  To groom the graduating engineers for Industry , Research and Higher Education .

iii . To inculcate ethical and moral values by providing a congenial environment .

| anunaad.ex.uitrgpv@gmail.com

Any suggestions for modifying above
statements are solicited.

www.uitrgpv.ac.in

https://www.uitrgpv.ac.in/index.aspx
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Vaccination will be an important tool to help put an end to the pandemic .

Now that effective vaccines for COVID-19 have been developed and are being

distributed to the public , it is key for folks to understand the benefits of the

COVID-19 vaccines and why one should take them . Presently , more than 4

billion vaccine doses have been administered globally . The figures give hope

of a return to the ‘normal ’ .

Here are some key points to know about the COVID-19 vaccines :

The patient is injected with weakened , inactive , or

harmless disease agents .

The patient 's immune system reacts by

producing antibodies to recognize the disease .

If the patient is injected later , their immune

system is ready to fight off the disease .

Reducing the risk of becoming infected with the SARS-CoV-2 virus that

causes COVID-19 .

Decreasing the likelihood of having a severe case of the illness .

Reducing hospitalization and deaths due to COVID-19 disease .

It is the Indian
variant of the
AZD1222 vaccine
developed by
Oxford University
and AstraZeneca .

It has been manufactured
by the Serum Institute of
India (SII). It uses a
chimpanzee adeno-virus
vector .

Efficacy Rate: 82.4%

COVISHIELD

It has been

developed by

Hyderabad-

based Bharat
Biotech in

collaboration

with ICMR . It is

an inactivated

vaccine using

the virus strain .

Efficacy Rate: 80.6%

COVAXIN

Manufactured

by Moscow-

based Gamaleya

Institute , this

vaccine uses

two modified

human adeno-

virus vector to

carry code for 

SARS-CoV-2

spike protein .

Efficacy Rate: 91.6%

SPUTNIK V
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India has ramped up its corona-virus vaccine production amid warnings of a

third wave . It has approved Johnson & Johnson's single-dose vaccine and
Moderna 2-dose jab for emergency use .

It is a common misconception that the efficacy of 95% means those who get

the vaccine are protected from the disease , leaving 5% unprotected . The 95%

effectiveness actually means that people with the vaccine have a 95% lower

risk of COVID-19 when compared to a control group . Without the vaccine , we

would expect roughly 1% of the population to get the disease , and with the

vaccine , this reduces to 0 .05%. At such low rates , the vaccines will allow

society to get back to ‘normal ’ and for restrictions to be permanently eased .

In a nutshell , the efficacy value indicates a relative reduction in infection risk

and not an absolute probability of protection against COVID-19 despite being

vaccinated .

Pain/soreness at

the injection site

Headache/Fatigue

Fever (generally

low-grade)

The vaccine side

effects are mostly

mild to moderate ,

which include :

Developed by ModernTX

Inc , this vaccine 's method

to protect against COVID-19

relies on messenger RNA

(mRNA) to program cells to

generate immunity to the

corona virus . The

government gave approval

to the Indian pharma

company Cipla to import

Moderna vaccine .

Manufactured by Janssen

Pharmaceutical Co . ,  a single

dose of this vaccine is highly

effective in preventing

severe illness and death

from the Delta and Beta

variants . It will be

introduced in India by

homegrown vaccine maker

Biological E .

Efficacy Rate: 94% Efficacy Rate: 85%
MODERNA JOHNSON & JOHNSON

The vaccine does not contain

the live COVID-19 virus , and it

is NOT possible to contract

COVID-19 from being

vaccinated .

The vaccine is recommended

even if you have already had

COVID-19 and recovered . A gap

of 3 months is suggested post

recovery from COVID-19 .
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SAGAR TRIPATHI
4     YEAR

RAJAT GURJAR
4      YEAR

NIKHIL MAHALA
4       YEAR

ABHISHEK MEWADE
4      YEAR

ARJUN SINGH BHADORIA 
4     YEAR

HRISHIN BALUA
ALUMNUS, BATCH OF 2021

"No matter how nasty, the
vaccine side effects (such as

mild fever, headache.) are short-
lived. And, these side effects

shouldn't stop you from getting
vaccinated!"

"I request each and everyone to take their
vaccine shot, educate yourself, do not pay
heed to any kind of fake news floating

around, and learn how the benefits of the
vaccine outweigh the cons. 

 
After getting vaccinated, don't share your
certificate on social media as it contains

your personal details which may be
misused."

"Having experienced how awful
COVID-19 can be, I was highly

motivated to get the vaccine. For your's
and others' safety, one must get
vaccinated. I try to encourage my

friends and family to help overcome
their hesitancy."

"I've got both my shots and the
whole process for me went quite
smooth. Still, many people are

avoiding vaccines because of the
misinformation spreading around.
So, I guess we all need to spread
the right information so it can
build  confidence in them."

"It is important to be fully
vaccinated. Nearly everyone gets a
temporarily sore arm from the shot,
and at worst people may have flu-
like symptoms that last a day or
two like I did.. Don't let this fear
make you question taking the

second jab!"

"I didn't feel anything except soreness
and inflammation at the injection site.
Such kind of pain is tolerable. At the
vaccination centre, I noticed many

people were technically inept to find
and book a slot so I decided to help as
many people as I could. Till now I've
booked slots for more than 40-50

people and still counting. I believe every
one of us can contribute to this fight
against COVID-19. If you know people

still struggling to get a vaccine
appointment, please try to help them if

you can."

Book a slot @ cowin.gov.in!
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Book a slot @ cowin.gov.in!

NITIN KUMAR JHARIYA 
3     YEAR

DRAFTED BY: IRA DWIVEDI (4      YEAR)
MOHD SADIQUE (3       YEAR)

VINAYAK GUPTA 
2      YEAR

KUNAL SAINI
3      YEAR

"My experience with the 1   dose of Covishield wasn't
great, I had flu-like symptoms and I was fatigued. To my
amazement, it didn't last too long. Your diet also plays a
crucial role in ensuring that you have a safe COVID-19
vaccination experience. I had a scrumptious-full meal
before my vaccine and was well-hydrated. We are still a
long way from herd immunity - so we all must do our

bit to achieve it."

"I was eager to take the vaccine as soon
as I could as I'm looking forward to
resuming the pre-covid 'normal' life.

 

You should continue to wear a mask,
social distance, and practice proper

hand hygiene after being vaccinated."

"A common reason for hesitancy
remains the fear or phobia of needles,
as was in my case. Jokingly, I asked
the nurse if there was an alternative

to the injection to be taken orally. She
reassured me and the process turned

out to be smooth & quick. 
 

One can also try doing diaphragmatic
breathing and meditation to alleviate

fears and anxiety."
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With the arrival of
effective vaccines

that can protect us
from COVID-19, we

have a great
opportunity to put

this pandemic
behind us and get
back to everything

we've been
missing over the

past year. 
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VINEET SHARMAVINEET SHARMA

GRADE ‘A’ OFFICERGRADE ‘A’ OFFICER
ATAT  INDIAN OILINDIAN OIL
CORPORATIONCORPORATION
LIMITEDLIMITED

BATCH OF 2018, UIT RGPVBATCH OF 2018, UIT RGPV

Vineet Sharma is an alumnus of the

2018 batch of Electrical and Electronics

Engineering . He cracked GATE 2019

with an All India Rank of 169 and has

also taken classes in IIT Madras before

joining Indian Oil Corporation
Limited (IOCL) as a Grade ‘A’ Officer. 

In a candid interview with him , he talks

about his journey from preparation of

GATE to working as a Senior Officer in

one of the top PSUs of India .
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What is your current job profile?
What are the other profiles you
can get through GATE and which
one is often preferred?

How does IOCL differ from other 
 related PSUs and what are the
differences in their work
profiles?

Corp Ltd . Talking about the

PSU/govt organization there are

various profiles one can get through

GATE exam like one can get core

electrical job profile in companies

like PGCIL , POSOCO , NTPC , design

engineer in BHEL , Project engineer

in PDIL EIL , research/ scientific

officer in BARC , ISRO , Assistant

electrical engineer in State

electricity board , etc . Also one may

get different profiles within the

same company/organisation .

Currently , I am designated as Senior

Operations   officer   in   Indian   Oil 

As IOCL is a downstream company it

refines crude to various products

and directly marketed to the

consumers . IOCL deals with various

types of products like petrol diesel

LPG Lubes ATF etc . So there are

tremendous opportunities for

learning and will always seek our

interest . Also , better posting is also

the reason for choosing IOCl as it

has its unit in almost every part of

the country .

Pictured on-duty at IOCL, Kandla..
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I had started preparing for GD after

clearing the GATE exam as I was totally

focused on technical preparation . But

one will get enough time for the

preparation of GD after the results .

I practiced GD with my batch mates in

seminars that are organized by coaching

institutes . Also , I started reading editor 's

columns in newspapers and writing on

recent and most common topics of GD .

Work life balance is quite good . I have

great interest in sports so I mainly

indulge in sports and fitness .

Consistency is the key to success in GATE

exam . Focus on the syllabus ; timely

revision and test series ’ practice are the

main pillars of your preparation .

I think privatization is not much of a

great initiative .

As for PSU , we are always focused on the

betterment of people , society and

serving the country in different parts of

the country .

But as an employee , there will not be

much of a change of picture as everyone

is working hard in any tough situation ,

even the pandemic . We always stand

with the people .

How did you prepare for your GD?

What were the other PSUs you
applied for? 

I had applied in ONGC , NPCIL & NTPC too .

How was your interview like? Was it
more towards HR or it was more
focused on technical aspects?

My interview was both technical and HR .

It was more focused on HR .

My interview was good as I had given

correct answers to the majority of the

questions .

How is your work-life in IOCL, what
are the activities you indulge in apart
from your job?

What would you suggest to a GATE
aspirant? Any strategy you would like
to share.

Different news have been out about
privatization of different PSUs, what
are your views on it, and in your
opinion what impact it would make
on you as an employee if privatization
of IOCL takes place?

So you have applied for M.Tech at
IITM, how was your experience there?

It was really a great experience in IIT

Madras . You can have oceans of

opportunities and learning . You can opt

for anything of your interest in both

curriculum or in extra-curriculum

activities . The atmosphere at IIT was very

helpful and enjoyable . Although one has

to work hard in starting if he chooses

any inter-branch course .

INTERVIEWED BY PRATEEK SENAPATI | DRAFTED BY SWAROOPA NANDY

Vineet pictured with his colleagues during an activity at his workplace.
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A fault is defined as a defect or abnormality in a circuit due to which the

current is diverted from the intended path . For example , the failure of

conducting path due to a break in a conductor is a type of fault .

2

3
A circuit interrupting device consisting of a strip of wire that melts and

breaks an electric circuit if the current exceeds a safe level . Generally , the

piece of wire is made of Tin-Lead alloy , Aluminium , Copper , etc .

4
A rectifier is an electrical device that convert alternating current (AC) to direct

current (DC). The best example of a rectifier that is used in our daily lives is in

the mobile phone charger . 

JOIN THE
RESISTANCE!

A short-circuit is an electrical circuit that allows a current to travel along an

unintended path with no or very low electrical impedance . 
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Animal Welfare Club

Animals too have emotion, they also need love and care. The Animal

Welfare Club is concerned with the health and safety of strays. The

members help and rescue them. The Club also provides food, medicine,

and shelters to them.

Patron:  Prof. Vinay Thapar

A DEPARTMENTAL
MAGAZINEअनुनाद 

Patron:  Mr Pankaj Sarsia (Asst. Prof.)

Health & Fitness Club

In this fast-moving world, everyone ignores fitness. Exercise

improves our physical as well as mental health. The Health and

Fitness Club spreads awareness about a healthier lifestyle and body

fitness.

Patron:  Mrs. Vandana Sondhiya (Asst. Prof.)
Renewable Energy Club

In order to reduce dependency on fossil fuels for power generation,

renewable energy is a clean and green alternative for the power sector. The

Renewable Energy club explores the different possibilities and technologies

of renewable energy for the sustainable power sector in the future.

Patron:  Mrs. Ritu.K.R (Asst. Prof.)
Music Club

Music is medium to showcase our culture & tradition. Music is a way to

express our emotions. It is considered one of the best therapy for stress. The

Club has emerged as an important platform for the students to showcase

their talent of vocal and instrumental music.

Patron:  Mr. Narayan Prasad Gupta (Asst. Prof.)
Yoga & Meditation Club

Yoga is a systematic practice of physical exercise, breath control, relaxation, diet

control, positive thinking and meditation aimed at developing physical health,

intellectual sharpness, understanding, and moral values. The Club motivates its

members to experience complete physical, mental, social, and spiritual development.
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In the first round , more

than 40 participants

had attempted the quiz

through a timed google

form , 15 minutes were

allotted for 30

questions .

Only 20 out of these 40

made it to the second

round , in this round

students were sorted

into 4 different houses

namely Gryffindor ,

Ravenclaw , Slytherin

and Hufflepuff . 

Separate questionnaire

for each house (a group

of five) was taken

through MS Teams , only

2 out of these 5 from

each house proceeded

to the next round . 8

finalists advanced to

the final round , rapid-

fire was conducted

through MS Teams . 

At the end of round

three we had our

winners Zainab Raja
(IT, 2   year), Kushagra
Vashishtha (EX, 1
year) and Akansha
Wasanker (EC, 2  
year) have acquired 1 ,

2 and 3 positions

respectively . And with

that the quest of

Anunaad to find the

ultimate Potterhead

ended . 

�व��त दप�ण | 10
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Fantasy is often an escape from reality. Taking a dive into the world
of someone’s brainchild can take you back and teleport you into a
universe where there are endless possibilities to explore. It opens up
a world seemingly boundless and you are the Christopher Columbus
to this new world.

CONT'D.

QUIZZARD: A HARRY POTTER TRIVIA QUIZ

You pick a book or a movie/series and you are welcome

aboard on a new expedition . The Lord of the Rings , Game of

Thrones , Alice in the Wonderland , and Harry Potter are some

of the well-known pieces of work in this genre and some

classic yet not so well-known works include Spirited Away ,

The Seventh Seal , and Pan ’s Labyrinth . 

Harry Potter has made a big name in its own rights , it has a

cult following across the globe and they call themselves

Potterheads . The gripping storytelling allures you into the

world of witches and wizards , a world where you can not

paint anything with strokes of black and white . A coming-of-

age saga that teaches you about different facets of

friendship , and imparts a sense of adventure . We have many

Potterheads among us , so the team Anunaad went on a

quest to find the ultimate Potterhead . 

Anunaad conducted Quizzard: A Harry Potter Trivia Quiz
on 29   May , it was conducted in 3 rounds prelims , semifinal ,

and final . With overwhelming participation across all the

branches , students from all sorts of branches and semesters

showed interest and enthusiasm .
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Harry Potter has a fandom up

to a fanatical degree . To

some , it is an escape from

reality or a source of

entertainment but to some ,

it is more than that , it has

taught us that happiness can

be found in the darkest of

times if one only remembers

to turn on the lights . As the

quote suggests “The motley

crew of wizards and witches

at Hogwarts taught us about

life , love , acceptance ,

friendship , death and

bravery” it has taught us life

lessons . 
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NBA SENSITIZATION PROGRAM &
INTERACTION WITH STUDENTS

The registrations

for the first round

were done 

 through

Dare2Compete

site .

education systems that help mitigate the impact of the

temporary closure of the university. The department is

strongly focused on improving standards of teaching and

quality of education. Henceforth, a seminar-interaction was

organized on 8   May 2021 to enlighten all students about

the NBA Accreditation, its objectives, and the opportunities

it has to offer. Prof. Vinay Thapar, HoD, Department of

Electrical Engineering, delivered a presentation explaining

briefly Outcome-based Education (OBE), Program

Educational Objectives (PEOs), Program Specific Outcomes

(PSOs) & Program Outcomes (POs). 

Accreditation assures prospective employers that the

students passing out of such programs have acquired

competence based on well-established technical inputs of

professional relevance. HoD sir presented methods of

assessments, the process of mapping of PEOs, POs, etc. With

the aid of a sample rubric, he also explained how rubrics

serve as a powerful tool for the assessment and grading of

students' work. The students were informed of the nitty-

gritty of the procedures of evaluation. He also stated the

Vision and Mission of the Department. 

In order to ascertain student satisfaction on various

parameters viz, the online classes, curriculum, teacher

communication, quality of teaching-learning resources, etc,

Prof. Thapar also interacted with the students. Since,

students are the key stakeholders in the education sector.

There is a need to obtain feedback from the student

community to enhance the curriculum. The seminar

provided students the opportunity to put forth suggestions

as well as to get their queries answered.

As we build stronger links, in a time

when face-to-face education has been

disrupted by the pandemic, the

department     is     keen     on    adapting

I RA  DWIVED I  |  4     YEART H
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A brief presentation aided with a real-time

demonstration was delivered on 24  July 2021 starting

with a discussion on the various equipment and

instruments forming a part of the control room , viz .

i. LED-Board: LEDs were used as an indicator or sensor

for the various parameters governing the process .

ii. Fans: for facilitating the passage of flue gases

through the chimney .

iii. Induction motors: for generation of power that is to

be supplied to the coal-crushers .

The Visit was divided into 3 phases :

PHASE 1: UNDERSTANDING THE PROCEDURE
Coal is transferred to the coal-crushers by means of a

conveyor belt and crushed into finely-ground powder .

The powdered-coal is blown in the furnace for enabling

ignition . The heat generated is used to turn water (in

water tubes) into steam . The steam is maneuvered to

the turbine in order to facilitate rotation . The power

generated by the turbine then drives the generator

which in turn generates electricity .

PHASE 2: FIELD/PLANT VISIT
Real-time exhibition of all the

components , constituting the power

generation process viz . Turbine ,

Generator , Induction motors , Coal

crushers , Flue gas fans , Chimney ,

Furnace , etc .

PHASE 3: LOAD DISPATCH CENTER
It monitors the load-output that is to be distributed

amongst the various receiving ends of the power grids .

It provides necessary instructions to the 'control unit '

for the adjustments to be made regarding 'steam

generation '  as per the load to be distributed done by

means of a 'steam governor ' .

IN CONCLUSION: 
A detailed account of the

various power stations

benefiting from the power

generated by the plant was

given. A Q&A session at the

end of the webinar allowed

students to get their queries

answered.

MPEB SARNI VIRTUAL CONTROL ROOM VISIT
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He further shared with

students several success

hymns which will assist them

in shining in any field they

prefer to accomplish in . The

success mantras are —

Set realistic targets.
Identify obstacles. 
Mental obstacles.
Clear doubts — 
clear them in your
own minds first.

problem arrives in
accomplishing targets,
and one has to accept it.

Embrace
challenges —

Stay on track. 
Show that you can!
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THINK LIKE A COMMANDO, ACT LIKE A WINNER

Department of Electrical Engineering organised an expert

lecture delivered by Colonel Abhishek Chaturvedi on 1   May

2021. Col. Abhishek is an alumnus of the prestigious National

Defence Academy, Pune and Indian Military Academy,

Dehradun. He is a qualified Commando Instructor having

served twice at the famed Commando School, Belgaum for 4

years where he trained officers and men from the Indian

Armed   Forces   and   various  other   countries.  The   webinar

was an insightful

experience for all the

attendees. Col. Abhishek

not only inspired the

attendees but he  also

encouraged them in being

a better version of

themselves. He explained

“WHAT” is a commando —

a soldier or a group of

soldiers  who  are   trained

to make quick attacks against enemy areas, or ultimately

an average person with gained mental robustness. There

were countless takeaways. As Col. Abhishek rightly said, "we

as youth today, we need to assimilate certain traits which

are not generic. Qualities like 'perseverance', 'self-discipline',

and 'taking the lead no matter what career trajectory one

takes'. We must have all-round skills and comprehend the

significance of “being physically and mentally fit”. It is

certainly all about the mind, heart, guts, and limbs, you

must have the flexibility to withstand the pressure that the

pandemic has put on us." 

The webinar ended with a QnA session which allowed

students get their queries answered, not solely questions

related to the army but also about discipline in life.

   SHREYA  ARORA  |  4      YEAR

PICTURED: COL. ABHISHEK CHATURVEDI & DR. BHOOPENDRA SINGH

PHOTO COURTESY: COL. ABHISHEK
CHATURVEDI 
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To our graduating seniors,

our's sincerely,Y
Juniors.

Seniors , as we bid you farewell , we have nothing but gratitude for all the times

when you 've been a guide and mentor to us juniors . You have been an enormous

source of support and inspiration for us .

As we 're writing this , waiting for the fact of you all leaving to finally sink in , we

wonder where the time went . From being intimidated by you in 1st year to

seeking your 'mature '  life advice , you became an indispensable part of our

individual lives .

Even though we have to say goodbye to all of our seniors , but we 'll never let our

shared memories dwindle and we 'll find ways to keep them close , as we learn to

live with this new normal . All of us on the campus are very proud of you and we

wish each and every one of you a bright and colourful future ahead . 

Embarking on a journey as crucial as this at such volatile times is stressful , to say

the least , but an adventure awaits . Graduation has historically been all about

projecting into the future — anticipating what ’s to come , cherishing the bright

spots within these precious college years , and self-discovery in an ever-

accelerating landscape .

You have faced a great amount of adversity , and have successfully pushed

through to the finish line . You have been resilient during a difficult time for

nearly everyone , and there is no doubt that the class of 2021 has and will

continue to beat the odds .

Now , it 's time to take stock and hear from you , your thoughts about graduating ,

and memories made along the way . Even if we can 't celebrate in these

unprecedented times , we 'd love to curate an experience that could be an eternal

memory for you .
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I believe it 's somewhat true but it 's not the only deciding parameter . When you

make that transition from school to college , it 's not just course/institute but also

you are transitioning to a completely different being in terms of persona , character ,

outlook , and perception . Believe me when I say that up until 10th class , I was

completely a free soul who didn 't even know that you have to even take an

optional subject when you chose a stream , let alone the nuances of going to a

college . I never planned anything in particular in my life because I felt it was a safer

choice to be flexible in my plans . As I was intrigued by Electrical Engineering so I

took up this course in UIT , RGPV . I didn 't plan earlier I was just studying and was

trying to make a balance between my choices and the path that life was taking me

to . I knew even before I joined that I wasn 't going to settle with just after

completing my graduation and wanted to study further so as I cruised through

college life I tried to make the most of it . All these four years were a roller-coaster

ride , both on a personal level and college too . I took part in each co-curricular

activity which I could because it was just simply fascinating . I went on trips too and

tried to enjoy every moment I experienced .

But I had my fair share of hardships too . There

have been situations when I just couldn 't hold

myself because of various reasons . I would just

call up my friends and cry out my problems

because obviously , it was difficult for even my

parents to understand that I was scared of the

future . I have had some special people who

always had my back and even only by

supporting me made things easier . All the

while I was just learning something new and

tried to keep my calm . And I am sure each of

my classmates and even all the college

students are going through their own

struggles each day . They get scared of the

thought of the future , they become anxious

and even the strongest of them have their

weakest moments . 
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C ollege Life is something every student or rather say  a 

person looks forward to . All his school life he is made to

believe in the notion that once you are in college

everything will be sorted . He wears away his primary years

of high school figuring out what courses he/she has an

interest in , which college he should go to , believing in the

fact that all his life 's choices and experiences come down

to that one decision he is going to make . Swaroopa Nandy

Rural Internship
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It 's okay that if you are willing to change your career choices even after taking up a

course for bachelor 's (DISCLAIMER : I am not changing my career path but you should

if you want to).

It 's okay even if you fail in any of your end-semester exams . It 's okay if you are not

able to sort out anything . Just please try to hold yourself and embrace your college

life and when it gets over you will see how much you have grown on a personal level

even if you don 't know what to do after college . Just keep learning and eventually at

some point in time you will know what to do . It will never get better , the struggles

are always going to increase but you are going to get better at dealing with them and

living with them without much struggling . I am not trying to scare but to normalize

that you can plan everything but still won 't even have a clue what destiny has in for

you .

Whatever comes your way , accept it , and don 't try to run away as it will only bother

you more . I wish each of us flourishes in his or her own life and achieves everything

yearned for . Keep growing and prospering .
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Also , find a good hobby along with your

academics and competitive studies .

The best memories are birthdays , roaming or

outing with friends in and outside campus ,

spending time in the library , writing

assignments together , preparing for exams ,

and not giving up if you got a back and bounce

back with full zeal .

articipate  well in class
and all activities , make

good friends , live every

moment . And the most

important thing is to

figure out the right career

for yourself during these 4

years .

Adult life hits hard and it will continue to bother you even when you think that

everything 's going great . Over the years I have developed a capacity of observing

people at very minute levels and everyone whom I have met , no one has ever had

everything sorted all at once . But everyone has made an attempt to enjoy and

embrace the journey even with the hardships they went through . To all the existing

batches and the upcoming ones , believe me when I say that it 's completely okay if

nothing is planned .

P

Prateek Senapati

9 Oct 2018
Reading together :
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Memories

Convolution 2019

Mood Indigo! New Friendships
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      remember while joining college my big brother said "you

are going to have the best 4 years of your life , cherish them !"

Well , I can 't agree more ! The journey of my college life was a

rollercoaster ride , from not enjoying being in my class at all to

ending up finding some of the most loving people I have ever

known , I 'd say I thoroughly enjoyed years of my college life .

Aahh , memories ! I have quite a bunch of them , From attending

college fests , enjoying hostel life ,  new friendships , heartbreaks , 

frequent Chai breaks , trips , dance club , freshers , Bday

parties , etc . there are many , but my most favorite one

was going to Mood Indigo , I think , that week I was

happiest of all because I found some of the real gems of

my life , who made me feel loved , pampered and cared

for , almost nonchalantly . From long mid-night walks to

various concerts to night outs and random bonfires to

celebrating my bday at Imagica , and getting to

experience both the IIT Bombay and dorm room

experience , I absolutely loved it being there . I just

wished we would all have had 2 more years that covid

has taken away from us , because then I would have so

many more memories and happy days . College life is

always memorable and ours was no exception .

I

Vidhi Jain
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Shankhnaad
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     t ’s hard for one to believe that college ended so soon and

even harder to believe that it ended without any goodbyes ,

farewells , and 'to stay-in-touch '  talks . For me , it ’s very difficult

to entitle a memory as the fondest one , as there are many . I

remember long college bus rides , all the college fest , trip to

MOOD INDIGO , doing anything and everything with friends ,

getting and giving freshers party , and a never-ending list . I very

much wish to visit college soon .

I

Diya Shrivastava

Freshers' Party

Good Times!
New Beginnings!

Shankhnaad
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Shreya Arora Abhishek MewadeVidhi Singh

Anunaad Magazine

Anunaad Magazine

Abhiyantriki Magazine

Abhivyakti Magazine

Vidyut Darpan Magazine

Saamayiki Magazine

TEAMTEAMTEAM

THE  CREATIVE  MINDS  BEHIND  अ नुनाद!

�व��त दप�ण�व��त दप�ण�व��त दप�ण

To browse previous editions of
Vidyut Darpan, tap here for our 

user-friendly issue library!
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Harsh Tiwari
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